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Abstract:  

Elliptic Curve Cryptography is generally are implemented over prime fields or binary fields. Arithmetic in binary fields can be classified 
according to the basis representation being used. Two of the most common basis used in binary fields are polynomial basis and normal basis. 
The optimal normal basis is especially known to be more efficient than polynomial basis because the inversion can be achieved by 
performing repeated multiplication using the method of Itoh and Tsujii, and squaring can be executed by performing only one cyclic shift 
operation. In previous research we have built algorithms and implementations on basis conversion between polynomial basis and normal 
basis. In this paper we will present implementation of arithmetic operation algorithms on both polynomial basis and optimal normal basis 
representation and the conversion method between them. We will also give comparison of time and space between implementation by using 
optimal basis representation with conversion and without conversion.  
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Introduction  

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was first introduced 
by Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller [4,12]. ECC has 
several advantages compared to other cryptography 
method [5,13] : its arithmetic operations are specific and 
cannot be predicted, it offers smaller key length for the 
same security level compared to other method and its 
operations have many layers and combinations. 
 
In ECC we use the set of points in some elliptic cuve, 
and that set has a unique mathematical structure that 
allows us to define addition of two points and the result 
will be another point on the same curve. This gives 
advantage in ECC, since it would be difficult to find an 
origin point that is used to generate other new points [13]. 

 
Finite field has an important role in cryptographic 
algorithms [21,22]. ECC is one of the cryptosystem 
which based on finite fields. ECC in general is 
implemented over prime fields or binary fields. 
Arithmetic in binary fields can be classified according to 
basis used. Two of the most common basis used in 
binary fields are polynomial basis and normal basis. 
Some special cases such as trinomial basis, pentanomial 
basis and optimal normal basis are, in practice, used for 
the purpose of efficient operations. The optimal normal 
basis especially are known to be more efficient for 
hardware implementation than polynomial basis because 
the multiplication operation can be performed very 

efficiently and inversion can be achieved by repeated 
multiplication typically using the method of Itoh and 
Tsujii, and squaring can be executed by only one cyclic 
shift operation. In previous research [8,9,10,14] we have 
built algorithms and implementations on basis 
conversion between polynomial basis and normal basis. 
We have also built composite field multiplier for Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography Implementation [15,16]. In this 
paper we will present implementation of arithmetic 
operation algorithms on both polynomial basis and 
optimal normal basis representation and the conversion 
method between them. We will also give comparison of 
time and space between implementation by using 
optimal basis representation with conversion and without 
conversion. 
 
Experimental 
In this paper, two methods of arithmetic operations are 
used. The first method is the arithmetic operations purely 
in the optimal normal basis representation. The second 
method is the aritmetic operations in the polynomial 
basis representation. All methods are implemented in 
Python. 
 
All arithmetic operations are adopted from Rosing [18]. 
We implement the basis conversion algorithms from 
Muchlis et. al [7]. The representation of polynomials is 
implemented as an integer whose binary digits are 
representing the coefficients of the polynomials. 
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The objectives of these experiments are (1) to validate 
the implementations of both the first and the second 
method, and (2) to compare the efficiency between the 
first and the second method. The validation of the 
method is adopted from the basic properties of arithmetic 
operations: commutative, assosiative, and distributive, 
and also from the basic software test [1]. The efficiency 
of the algorithm is measured from the running time and 
the usage of the memory using the library provided by 
Python community. 
 
Optimal Normal Basis Arithmetics 
In this experiment, each type of Optimal Normal Basis 
(ONB) is implemented as an instance of ONB  Class. 
Everytime the instance is initiated, a multiplication 
matrix is created based on the key length and the type. 
The matrix will be read when the multiplication 
operation is called. 
 
Addition in ONB is implemented by bitwise XOR 
operation of all bits of the two operands. This operation 
is identical to Polynomial Basis addition. 
 
Squaring of ONB is implemented by bitwise rotation to 
the most significant bit (MSB) side. Since the 
polynomial is implemented as an integer, the rotation 
will be to the left side and the left-most side will be the 
right-most side. 
 
The multiplication operation is implemented by using 
the multiplication matrix which is created at the 
initiation of the instance. Both the matrix and the 
multiplication method are adopted from Rosing’s 
method [18]. 
 
The inverse operation is adopted from the Itoh-Tsujii’s 
method. The method is found based on the definition of 
Fermat’s Theorem [3].  
 
Polynomial Basis Arithmetics 
In this experiment, the Polynomial Basis (PB) is 
implemented as an instance of PB Class. Everytime the 
instance is initiated, an irreducible polynomial is defined. 
In order to match it with the ONB, the irreducible 
polynomial is defined from certain formula and it 
depends on the type of ONB. 
 
The most important operation in PB arithmetics is the 
reduction operation. In this experiment, the NIST fast 
reduction algorithm is used [11]. 
 
The squaring operation on PB representation uses the 
inserting 0 bit between each binary digits method. Since 
it doubles the degree of the polynomial, reduction is 
needed. 
 
Multiplication in PB is implemented by using the Right-
to-Left shift-and-add multiplication method [2]. The 
result of multiplication operation can have a greater 

degree so a reduction process is also required. Inverse 
operation is implemented by using the Extended 
Euclidean Algorithm [2]. 
 
Basis Conversion 
In this experiment, basis conversion is designed as a 
class and implemented as an instance of the class based 
on the key length and the type of ONB. Before a 
polynomial in ONB representation is converted into PB 
representation, the ONB representation must be 
converted into other representation PONB which has the 
same elements as PB. Therefore, there are two steps in 
converting ONB into PB and vice versa. 
 
In the implementation, we use algorithms that are 
introduced by Muchlis et. al. [7]. 

Results and Discussion 

The results in this research are the implementations of 
arithmetic operation in finite fields, which are 
represented in polynomial basis (PB) and Optimal 
Normal Basis (ONB) and also PB-ONB Conversion 
Algorithms. The arithmetic operations which are 
implemented are squaring, multiplication, and inverse. 
The implementation uses programming language Python 
version 2.7.6. Each operation is implemented in the form 
of a class method. The maximum key length is 299 bits. 
List of irreducible binary polynomial taken from G. 
Seroussi [20].  
 
Implementation in ONB 
The same squaring operation is used for ONB Type I and 
II. We shift the bits of a polynomial representation to the 
left (MSB) and change the leftmost bit into the rightmost 
bits. The following is the implementation of squaring 
operation ONB in Python. 
 
For multiplication, the construction requires 2 
parameters: key length and type of ONB. Every time we 
construct an object in ONB representation, a 
multiplication matrix will be constructed in accordance 
with the input parameters. The ONB multiplication 
operations for Type I and Type II are the same. They 
differ only by the multiplication matrices. 
 
def squ(self, a) :  

return self.rotl(a) 

def rotl(self, n) : 

return ((n << 1) & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 

1)) ^ (n >> (self.__numbits - 1)) 

 
Figure 1. Squaring in ONB. 
 
The following is the implementation of multiplication 
operation ONB in Python. 
 
def mul(self, a, b) : 

copya = a & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 1) 

copyb = b & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 1) 
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c = 0 

zero_index = self.__lamda[0][0] 

c=copyb&self.rotrn(copya, zero_index) 

for j in range(1, self.__numbits): 

copyb = self.rotr(copyb) 

zero_index = self.__lamda[0][j] 

one_index = self.__lamda[1][j] 

c^=copyb&(self.rotrn(copya,zero_index)     

   ^self.rotrn(copya, one_index)) 

  return c 

Figure 2. Multiplication in ONB. 
 
The following is the implementation of Itoh-Tsujii’s 
method [3] for inverse in ONB by using Python. 
 
def inv(self, a) : 

s = self.__lg2_m -1 

result = a & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 1) 

m = self.__numbits - 1 

while (s >= 0) : 

r = m >> s 

shift = result 

for rsht in range((r >> 1)) : 

shift = self.rotl(shift) 

temp = self.mul(result, shift) 

if (r & 1) : 

temp = self.rotl(temp) 

result = self.mul(temp, a) 

else : 

result = temp 

s -= 1 

result = self.rotl(result) 

  return result 

 

Figure 3 Itoh-Tsujii’s method. 
 
Implementation in PB 
Implementation of squaring operations is based on 
(a+b)2 = a2+b2. Therefore its implementation is by 
shifting each bit with a nonzero coefficient to the left as 
much 2i where i is the degree of the polynomial. The 
following the implementation of PB squaring operation: 
 
def squ(self, A): 

  B = 0 

  i = 0 

  while A != 0: 

  if (A & 1) != 0: 

  B = B ^ (1 << (2*i)) 

  A = A >> 1 

  i = i+1 

  return self.red(B) 

Figure 4. Squaring in PB. 
 
The following is the implementation of Right-to-Left 
shift-and-add method for multiplication in PB by using 
Python. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

def rigth_to_left(self, A, B): 

bitA=bin(A)[2:] 

if bitA[(self.countDegree(A))]=='1': 

    C=B 

else: 

    C=0 

i=self.countDegree(A)-1 

while i>=0: 

    B=B<<1 

   if self.countDegree(B)>=self.degree: 

                B=self.binRed(B) 

    if bitA[i]=='1': 

        C^=B 

    i-=1 

   return C 

 

Figure 5. Right-to-Left shift-and-add method. 
 
The following is the implementation of extended 
euclidean algorithm for inverse operation in PB by  
using Python. 
 
def extEuclidean(self, A): 

if A==0: 

    print "Angka tidak boleh nol" 

    return 0 

temp=0 

u=A 

v=int(self.bitIrredPol,2) 

g1=1 

g2=0 

while u!=1 : 

j=self.countDegree(u)-self.countDegree(v) 

    if j<0 : 

        temp=u 

        u=v 

        v=temp 

        temp=g1 

        g1=g2 

        g2=temp 

        j= j*(-1) 

    u=self.add(u,(v<<j)) 

    g1=self.add(g1,(g2<<j)) 

  return g1 

 
Figure 6. Extended Euclidean Algorithm. 
 
Implementation of Basis Conversions 
Implementation of the conversions requires digit integers 
as input parameters that represent polynomial 
coefficients. Output of the ONB-PONB method is the 
digit integer coefficients represent a PONB with 
maximum degree is m or key length for which the 
implementation is represented by numbits variables. 
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def onb2ponb(self, a) : 

  ponb = 0 

  if self.__tipe == 1: 

  for i in range(self.__numbits): 

  ponb ^= ((a >> i) & 1) << ((1 << i) %      

self.__field_prime - 1) 

  elif self.__tipe == 2: 

  for i in range(self.__numbits): 

  j = (1 << i) %   self.__field_prime 

  if j > self.__numbits : 

  ponb ^= ((a >> i) & 1) << ((-j % 

self.__field_prime) - 1) 

  else : 

  ponb ^= ((a >> i) & 1) << ((j % 

self.__field_prime) - 1) 

  return ponb 

 
Figure 7. ONB to PONB conversion. 
 
Implementation of the PONB-PB conversion requires 
digit integers as input parameters that represent PONB 
polynomial coefficients. Output of the PONB-ONB 
method is the digit integer coefficients represent a PB 
with maximum degree is m-1. 
 
def ponb2pb(self, a) : 

  kopia = a 

  hasil = 0 

  if self.__tipe == 1 : kopia = (kopia << 

1) & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 1) 

  if (a >> (self.__numbits - 1)) == 1 : 

  hasil = kopia ^ ((1 << self.__numbits) - 

1) 

  else : 

  hasil = kopia 

  elif self.__tipe == 2 : 

  w, v, t = 2, 4, 0 

 hasil = (kopia >> (self.__numbits - 1)) & 

1 kopia^=(hasil & 1)*((1 << self.__numbits)- 

1) 

  for i in range(self.__numbits - 1) : 

  hasil ^= ((kopia >> i) & 1) * w 

  t = v 

  v = ((v << 1) & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 

1)) ^ w 

  w = t    

  return hasil 

Figure 8. PONB to PB conversion. 
 
Implementation of the PB-PONB conversion requires 
digit integers as input parameters that represent PB 
polynomial coefficients. This implementation requires a 
process of shifting bits to the right (LSB) with no change 
in the leftmost bit (MSB). The shifting process is 
implemented with a method srsh( ). Output of the PB-
PONB method is the digit integer coefficients represent a 
PONB. 
 
 
 

def pb2ponb(self, a) : 

  hasil = 0 

  kopia = a 

  if self.__tipe == 1 : 

  hasil = (kopia >> 1) ^ (a & 1) * ((1 << 

self.__numbits) - 1) 

  elif self.__tipe == 2 : 

  w = (1 << self.__numbits) - 1 

  for i in range(self.__numbits) : 

  hasil ^= ((kopia >> i) & 1) * w 

  w = (w << 1) & ((1 << self.__numbits) - 

1) ^ self.srsh(w) 

  return hasil 

def srsh(self, n) :return (n >> 1) ^ (((n 

>> (self.__numbits - 1)) & 1) << 

(self.__numbits - 1)) 

Figure 9. PB to PONB conversion. 
 
Implementation of the PONB-ONB conversion requires 
digit integers as input parameters that represent PONB 
polynomial coefficients. Output of the PONB-ONB 
method is the digit integer coefficients represent an ONB. 
 
def ponb2onb(self, a) : 

  onb = 0 

  if self.__tipe == 1: 

  for i in range(self.__numbits): 

idxPonb= (1 << i) % self.__field_prime -1 

  if ((a >> idxPonb) & 1) : 

  onb ^= 1 << i 

  elif self.__tipe == 2: 

  for i in range(self.__numbits): 

  j = (1 << i) % self.__field_prime 

  if j > self.__numbits : 

 idxPonb = (-j % self.__field_prime) - 1 

  else : 

 idxPonb = (j % self.__field_prime) - 1 

  if ((a >> idxPonb) & 1) : 

  onb ^= 1 << i 

 
Figure 10. PONB to ONB conversion. 
 
Implementation Testing 
In order to test the implementation, we use blackbox 
testing. The test is divided into two major parts, 
functional testing and performance testing. Functional 
testing is divided into three parts, testing for correct data, 
abuse data, and extreme data [17]. Several performance 
tests were conducted to measure the processing time and 
memory usage that are needed for arithmetic operations. 
 
Optimal Normal Basis Testing 
Functional testing performed on all arithmetic operations. 
We compare the results between manual calculation, 
ONB with conversion, and ONB without conversion (see 
also [6]). 
 
Time measurements performed with comparing 
operation time. We compare the operating time between 
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ONB with conversion and ONB without conversion. 
Time processing calculated in milliseconds. We compare 
memory usage by running memory compiler in 
command prompt. The measurement used 210 bits key 
length.  
 
Polynomial Basis Testing 
Functional testing performed on all arithmetic operations. 
The tests use the following key length: 4 bits, 8 bits, 16 
bits, 32 bits, 64 bits, 128 bits, 256 bits, and 299 bits (see 
also [19]). 
 
Performance testing performed by executing every 
method one thousand times before calculating the 
average value. Library time in Python is used for time 
measurement and the result of time is miliseconds. 
Whereas, library psutil in Python is used for memory 
usage and the result of memory usage is megabyte (MB). 
 
Comparison 
Here are the results of the time measurement of 
arithmetic operations in ONB Type I and Type II with 
and without conversion. The x-axis shows the key length 
in bits while the y-axis shows the time in millisecond. 
The Type I ONB arithmetic operation without 
conversion is indicated by blue dots, the Type II ONB 
arithmetic operation without conversion is indicated by 
red dots, while the blue triangles and red triangles 
respectively indicate arithmetic operations ONB Type I 
and Type II with conversion to PB. 
 

 
 
Figure 11. Comparison of time for squaring operation. 
 
 
For squaring operation, ONB without conversion surpass 
ONB operation with conversion. This happens because 
the conversion process is time consuming. ONB 
squaring operation with conversion requires 2 times 
conversions, i.e. for input and for output. ONB squaring 
without conversion produces a graph that is relatively 
constant. Conversion in Type I ONB requires more time 
than the conversion in Type II ONB because the 
algorithms depend on the irreducible polynomials. 
Irreducible polynomial in Type I ONB is an AOP that 
means all the irreducible polynomial coefficients are not 
zero. ONB squaring operation with the conversion 
produces a graph with a tendency to increase 
exponentially. 

 

 
 

Figure 12.  Comparison of time for multiplication operation. 
 
The ONB multiplication operation without conversion 
requires less time than the ONB multiplication operation 
with conversion. The reason is that the conversion 
process should be done and the reduction process is 
performed on PB multiplication operation. The Type I 
ONB multiplication operation with the conversion 
increases exponentially. Meanwhile the operation time 
charts Type II ONB multiplication with conversion and 
the ONB multiplication operations without conversion 
tends to increase linearly. 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of time for inverse operation. 

The ONB inverse operation without conversion requires 
much longer time than the inverse operation ONB with 
conversion. The reason is that multiplication is repeated 
and repeated more as the key length increase. The 
operating time of ONB inverse operation without 
conversion tends to increase exponentially. Moreover the 
reason that the ONB inverse operation with conversion 
requires less time is because the Extended Euclidean 
Algorithm method is simpler and we do not need 
reduction process when performing the inverse operation 
on the PB. 

Conclusions 

We have implemented finite field arithmetic operations, 
i.e. squaring, multiplication and inverse algorithms, on 
both polynomial basis and optimal normal basis 
representation and the conversion method between them. 
ONB arithmetic operations with the conversion process 
is faster than the inverse operation ONB arithmetic 
operation without conversion, whereas for the other 
arithmetic operations are faster without conversion. 
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